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Francesca Schironi
Alcman’s semi-choruses – in the text … and beyond it* 

The famous Louvre papyrus preserving Alcman’s first parthe-
neion (P.Louvre E3320 = P.Paris 71) dates to the first century ce 

and derives from learned sources, as proven by the critical signs 
and the scholia with glosses, variant readings, and some sophisti-
cated exegesis. The quotation of  authorities such as Aristophanes, 
Aristarchus, and Pamphilus furthermore suggests an Alexandrian 
origin for many of  these notes. In what follows I will focus on ll. 
35-63 of  the partheneion, the famous ‘beauty contest’ between Agi-
do and Hagesichora to show how this papyrus offers important 
evidence for ancient scholarly practices in dealing with the extra-
textual realities of  choral performances.

Marginalia and paragraphoi on ll. 35-63

The new edition by Cornelia Römer 1 allows us to study this text 
with marginalia on a firmer basis ; in particular, three scholia com-
menting on the choral performance are now legible : 2
1.  at l. 36 : aiJ p(ro;~) th(̀~) ∆Agidou`~ a[ido≥u≥s≥(in)
2.  at ll. 43-44 : ejnteu`qen a[iJ] p≥(ro;~) th`~ ÔAghsicovr(a~) | pavli≥n≥ [lev]g≥ousin
3. between ll. 48 and 49 : aiJ p(ro;~) th(̀~) ∆Agidou(̀~) tou`t’ a[≥idou≥s≥i≥n≥ | ei\ta 

aiJ p(ro;~) th(̀~) ÔAghsicov(ra~)

Aside from these scholia, which suggest an amoebaean ex-
change between ‘the girls of  Agido’ and ‘the girls of  Hagesi-
chora’, we can rely on two additional elements : the paragraphoi 
added to some lines in P.Louvre and the text itself. 3 At ll. 35-64 of  

* I would like to thank Luigi Battezzato, Giambattista D’Alessio, Gabriel Nocchi 
Macedo, Monica Negri, and Doug Olson for their comments and helpful suggestions. 
Working on this piece revived fond memories of  my time at the Scuola Normale, 
among the best of  my life as a student. My gratitude goes to Franco Ferrari, who 
showed me a papyrus for the first time in my life and asked how I would supplement 
it. I had no idea of  what to say, but since then I have been fascinated by those tiny 
scraps of  ancient books.

1 Römer 2013, pp. 106-127. 2 Ibidem, pp. 114-117.
3 The presence of  these scholia noticing a distinction between the followers of  

Agido and those of  Hagesichora had already been noted by scholars such as Page 
1951, pp. 12-13 (schol. vii and viii), 48-49, and Rosenmeyer 1966, pp. 322-324 ; however, 
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34 Francesca Schironi

the partheneion (= col. ii, 1-30), the following paragraphoi can be 
detected :
ll. 35-36 ( ?) 1 : end of  stanza
ll. 39-40
ll. 43-44
ll. 49-50 : end of  stanza
ll. 59-60
ll. 63-64 : end of  stanza

In addition to marking the end of  stanzas, Hephaestion states that 
paragraphoi can also be markers of  amoebaean exchanges in choral 
lyric :
Th`/ de; paragravfw/ h[toi kata; provswpa ajmoibai`a, e[n te toi`~ ijambikoi`~ 
kai; toi`~ corikoi`~, <h]> metaxu; th`~ te strofh`~ kai; th`~ ajntistrovfou.

(Hephaest. 75.5)
With the paragraphos [they mark] either the amoebaean exchanges 
among characters, in the iambic or choral lyric poems, or the change 
from the strophe into the antistrophe.

The content of  these lines, according to how the ancients under-
stood them (as is clear from the marginalia), can explain how the 
scholia and the paragraphoi work together in the papyrus. Even if  
the first scholium is placed next to l. 36, it probably refers to l. 39, 
as ll. 36-39 (1st half ) contain the gnome. 2 On the other hand, ll. 39 
(2nd half )-59 can be interpreted as an amoebaean exchange where 
two semi-choruses alternatively praise their own chorus leaders : 3 
Agido’s chorus praises the brightness of  Agido (ll. 39-43) ; then Ha-
gesichora’s chorus (ll. 43-49) says that Hagesichora does not al-
low them to praise Agido, as Hagesichora is outstanding like a 
prize-winning horse among herds. Here, Agido’s chorus quickly 
intrudes to claim that in fact even Agido is a horse – a Venetic 
horse (ll. 50-51) ; but then Hagesichora’s chorus (ll. 51-57) responds 

they did not read the verbs a[idousin/levgousin in the scholia, nor did they connect the 
paragraphoi in the text with the scholia, as Römer 2013, p. 116 finally does. 

1 Uncertain according to Page 1951, pp. 2 and 7, and absent according to Römer 
2013, p. 115. The digital image of  the papyrus shows a faint trace of  what seems to be 
ink between ll. 35 and 36 (col. ii, 1-2), which might be compatible with a paragraphos. 
If  so, some missing fibers and the fact that scholia referring to the previous column 
reach into the column at issue might have further confused the traces of  the original 
paragraphos.  2 Cf. Römer 2013, p. 116.

3 This division (but with a different solution for ll. 58-59) is suggested by Peron 
1987, pp. 41-47, on the basis of  the content of  those lines (not on the scholia). 
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Alcman’s semi-choruses – in the text … and beyond it 35

by praising Hagesichora’s golden hair and silver face. Ll. 58-59 are 
debated among scholars, as the text (aJ de; deutevra ped’ ∆Agidw; 
to; ¸ei`do~ / i{ppo~ ∆Ibhnw`i Kolaxai`o~ dramhvtai) allows for two 
solutions, according to whether ped’(av) is considered a preverb in 
tmesis with dramhvtai (such that Agido is the subject of  the verb : 
« the second in beauty [after Hagesichora], Agido, will run after 
[her], [like] a Colaxaean horse against an Ibenian ») 1 or a preposi-
tion with the accusative ∆Agidwv (in which case Hagesichora be-
comes the subject of  the verb, « the second in beauty after Agido, 
[Hagesichora], will run, [like] a Colaxaean horse against an Ibe-
nian »). 2 For the ancients, however, these lines seem to have been 
quite easy to understand, as the paragraphoi and the marginalia in 
the papyrus clearly consider these two lines to belong to the same 
block as ll. 51-57, and accordingly prefer the first solution. In ad-
dition, some clues to how the ancients understood this passage 
come from P.Oxy. 2389 (first century ce), whose fragments pre-
serve the remainder of  a commentary on some of  Alcman’s po-
ems, including partheneion 1. Fr. 6, i, 1-5, refers to these lines and, if  
we follow Römer’s suggestion, 3 at ll. 2-3 we read : ou{tw~ hJ ∆Agidw; 
pro;|[~ ÔAghsicovran deu]t≥ev≥r≥a kata; to; ei\do~, according to which 
the first solution is clearly preferred and no other syntactic alter-
native seems to be discussed. Whether or not we accept Römer’s 
suggestion in P.Oxy. 2389, it seems that the scholars of  P.Louvre 
understood the text in this way, so that ll. 51-59 are all praise of  
Hagesichora. At l. 60 the ‘beauty contest’ stops ; these lines seem 
to be spoken by all the girls, who compare both Agido and Hage- 
sichora to doves/Pleiades, as the ancients understood one of  the 
difficult passages in this poem (the reference to the Pleiades car-
rying a FAROS). If  so, one might think that the two semi-choruses 
reunited to sing in unison.

The paragraphoi and the scholia match this textual articulation 
quite well, as illustrated by the following reconstruction (where 
the parts sung by Agido’s semi-chorus are wavy-underlined and 
those sung by Hagesichora’s semi-chorus are bold-underlined) :

1 So Garzya 1954, pp. 51-52 ; Rosenmeyer 1966, p. 342 ; Calame 1983, p. 330.
2 So Peron 1987, pp. 44-46 ; on the other hand, for Page 1951, pp. 50-51, 89-90, and 

Campbell 1987, pp. 69-71, the ‘second in beauty after Agido’ is not Hagesichora but 
another member of  the chorus (but see Römer 2013, p. 24).

3 Römer 2013, pp. 22-24.
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36 Francesca Schironi

P.Louvre E3320, col. ii, 1-29 1
Partheneion 1, 35-63 (pmgf) Scholia

35

40

45

50

55

60

¸evrga pavson kaka; mhsamevnoi·
— e[sti ti~ siw`n tivsi~·
oJ d∆ o[lbio~, o{sti~ eu[frwn
aJmevran [di]aplevkei
a[klauto~· ejgw;n d’ ajeivdw
— ∆Agidw`≥~ to; fw`~· oJrw`
¸’ w{t∆ a[lion, o{nper a|min
∆Agidw; martuvretai
faivnhn· ejme; d∆ ou[t’ ejpainh`n
— ou[te mwmhvsqai nin aJ klenna; corago;~
oujd∆ aJmw`~ ejh`i· dokei ̀ga;r h[men au[ta
ejkpreph;~ tw;~ w{per ai[ti~
ejn botoi`~ stavseien i{ppon
pago;n ajeqlofovron kanacavpoda
†tw`n uJpopetridivwn ojneivrwn†.
— h\ oujc oJrh`i~; oJ me;n kevlh~
∆Enetikov~· aJ de; caivta
ta`~ ejma`~ ajneyia`~
ÔAghsicovra~ ejpanqei`
cruso;~ [wJ]~ ajkhvrato~·
tov t∆ ajrguvrion provswpon,
diafavdan tiv toi levgw;
ÔAghsicovra me;n au{ta·
aJ de; deutevra ped∆ ∆Agidw; to; ¸eid̀o~
i{ppo~ ∆Ibhnw`i Kolaxai`o~ dramhvtai·
— tai; Pelhavde~ ga;r a|min
∆Orqrivai fa`ro~ feroivsai~
nuvkta di∆ ajmbrosivan a{te Shvrion
a[stron ajuhromevnai mavcontai.
—

aiJ p(ro;~) th(̀~) ∆Agidou`~ a[ido≥u≥s≥(in) 2

ejnteu`qen a[iJ] p≥(ro;~) th`~ ÔAghsicovr(a~)
pavli≥n≥ [lev]g≥ousin

aiJ p(ro;~) th(̀~) ∆Agidou(̀~) tou`t’ a[≥idou≥s≥i≥n≥
ei\ta aiJ p(ro;~) th(̀~) ÔAghsicov(ra~) 3

They suffered, since they planned evil deeds.
There is a vengeance from the gods : The (girls) on the side of  Agido sing
This man is blessed, the one who cheerfully
Weaves the web of  his life
Without weeping. But I sing of
The brightness of  Agido : I see her
Like the sun, which
Agido summons
To shine on us ; but to praise From here the (girls) on the side
Or fault her [i.e., Agido] our glorious    of  Hagesichora speak in response

chorus-leader
Does not let me ; for she seems to be

1 I translate the text as understood by the ancients (on the basis of  the scholia in 
P.Louvre and P.Oxy. 2389).  2 At l. 36, but referring to l. 39.

3 Between ll. 48 and 49, but referring to l. 50 (Agido’s chorus) and l. 51 (Hagesi-
chora’s chorus) because between ll. 49 and 58 a long scholium discussing dreams in 
poetry (cf. Römer 2013, pp. 118-119) takes up most of  the space, pushing up the note. 
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Alcman’s semi-choruses – in the text … and beyond it 37

Pre-eminent, just as if  someone
Were to place a horse among grazing herds,
A strong, victorious, loud-hoofed horse The (girls) on the side of  Agido sing
One of  those seen in rock-sheltered dreams ( ?).    these words and then those on the side
Don’t you see ? The race-horse    of  Hagesichora [speak]
Is Venetic ; but the hair
Of  my cousin
Hagesichora blooms
Like pure gold
And her silver face
– Why do I tell you openly ?
This one here is Hagesichora
And the second in beauty, Agido,
Will run after [her] [like] a Colaxean horse against an Ibenian ;
For the Pleiades/Doves [i.e., Agido and Hagesichora], as we
Carry a plow to Orthria,
Through the ambrosial night like the star Sirius
Rise and fight against us.

With1 this solution we simply need to assume 1. that our scribe 
missed a paragraphos below2 l. 51, which is not unlikely, especially 
since he had just written one two lines above, and 2. that no scho-
lium was added at l. 60, when the two semi-choruses reunite. This 
note was perhaps felt to be unnecessary, because for someone 
who understood ll. 60-63 as sung by the entire chorus in praise of  
the two chorus leaders it was perfectly clear that at l. 603 « we » (= 
whole chorus) was in opposition to the « Doves » Agido and Ha-
gesichora. According to this amoebaean interpretation, Hage- 
sichora’s semi-chorus has many more lines than Agido’s semi-
chorus, but this might not have been a problem : Hagesichora was 
definitely the most beautiful in the understanding of  the ancient 
commentator, and perhaps her beauty granted more ‘voice’ to her 
chorus. 1

The existence of  semi-choruses has also been proposed in mod-
ern times, 2 but has been rejected by eminent scholars such as 

1 According to Peron 1987, pp. 49-53, the imbalance in lines spoken by the two 
semi-choruses is a question of  personality : Hagesichora, the chorus leader, would 
be the artist, hence her ‘lyric’ attitude, while Agido would be a priestess, hence her 
‘laconic’ utterances. For the ancients, however, it is more likely that this imbalance 
was justified from within the text by Hagesichora’s superiority as stated in ll. 58-59 – 
in fact, her beauty is again underscored in the poem when she « wears out » (teivrei at 
l. 77) the girls of  her chorus. This reading is present both in P.Louvre and in a lemma 
of  P.Oxy. 2389, fr. 7 + 13, l. 11 (m]e≥ teivr[ei), against the proposed emendation threi ̀
(« Hagesichora guards me »), which is accepted for example by Garzya 1954, p. 62, and 
Hooker 1979, pp. 219-220 ; see Calame 1983, pp. 339-340. 

2 E.g., D’Errico 1957, pp. 23-35 ; Rosenmeyer 1966 ; Peron 1987, with further biblio- 
graphy.
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Page 1 and Calame. 2 Without entering into this debate, I am in-
terested in exploring here how ancient scholars could have come 
up with such an idea and whether we have further evidence of  
performance notes indicating divisions of  lyric poetry into semi-
choruses. I will start from this latter question.

Semi-choruses in papyri

Normally (and not surprisingly) ancient discussions about changes 
of  speakers are confined to dramatic texts. 3 Similarly, dramatic pa-
pyri mark changes of  speakers with letters denoting actors’ roles 
(A, B, G, etc.) or characters’ names. 4 This practice is in fact also 
attested in some Homeric papyri that add the names of  speakers 
throughout the poem. 5 Another possibility for marking speaker 
changes is with paragraphoi, often used in dramatic texts (e.g., 
P.Oxy. 22, P.Oxy. 2654), but also in Homeric papyri (e.g., P.Mich. inv. 
2810 ; P.Berol. inv. 7807). Sometimes paragraphoi and speaker indica-
tions can be combined, as in P.Oxy. 2458 (third century ce), contain-
ing a fragment from Euripides’ Cresphontes, with letters indicating 
actor’s roles (A and G) as well as paragraphoi. 

 6 Finally, eisthesis and 
ekthesis, which usually mark a change in metrical pattern, some-
times can be used to mark an amoebaean exchange (e.g., P.Mich. 
3.140, where both the chorus and Oedipus speak in anapests, so the 
eisthesis only indicates the alternation of  speakers). 7

In purely lyric texts, however, there is not much evidence of  edi-
torial practices to signal changes of  speaker. Three cases, though, 
show some similarity with the Alcman papyrus. The first is P.Berol. 
inv. 9771, dating to the third century bce. 8 This fragment belongs 
to an anthology of  lyric excerpts and contains a lyric passage from 
Euripides’ Phaethon. 9 The portion preserved (the parodos) is purely 
lyric and does not involve any exchange with any character. Thus, 

1 Page 1951, pp. 48, 57-62.
2 Calame 1977, ii, pp. 130-132. 3 Cf. Nünlist 2009, pp. 338-343.
4 E.g., the papyri studied by Gammacurta 2006. 
5 Cf. Azzarello 2008.  6 Cf. Gammacurta 2006, pp. 95-110.
7 Cf. Savignago 2008, pp. 72-73. On the use of  eistheseis to mark amoebaean ex-

changes, see ibidem, pp. 318-319. On speaker indications in papyri and mediaeval man-
uscripts of  drama, see Lowe 1962.

8 I would like to thank Luigi Battezzato for signaling this text to me.
9 The identification of  the play as well as supplements in the papyrus were made 

possible because portions of  the text (including the parodos) are also transmitted in 
a palimpsest with the Epistles of  Paul (P = Paris. gr. 107B). See Diggle 1970, pp. 33-34. 
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the performance context is comparable to the one of  Alcman, as 
there is only the chorus speaking – unlike, for example, P.Mich. 
3.140, mentioned above, in which the exchange involves the cho-
rus and a character. The text of  P.Berol. inv. 9771 is not written re-
specting colometry but as prose. The left margin of  the papyrus 
is partly missing ; however, where it is preserved (ll. 1-6 and 9-14), 
four paragraphoi (between ll. 4-5, 10-11, 12-13, 13-14) are clearly vis-
ible. 1 I present below the ‘prose’ layout of  the papyrus, which cor-
responds to ll. 63-97 of  the play, supplemented with and corrected 
on the basis of  the text edited by Diggle. 2
P.Berol. 9771
1

5

10

15

§

͡

≥ ≥≥≥ 

h[≥d≥h≥ me;n ajrtifanh;~ / ∆Aw;[~] iJ≥[ppeuvei kata; ga`n,] /
uJpe;r d∆ ejma`~ kefala`~ / Pleiav[dwn pevfeuge corov~], /
mevlpei de; d≥evndresi lept/a;n ajhdw;n aJrm≥[onivan / ojrqreu-]
omevna govoi~ / “Itun “Itun poluvqrhnon. // [suvrigga~ d∆]
— oujribavtai / kinou`sin poimna`n ejlavtai, / – [e[grontai]
d∆ eij~ botavnan / xanqa`n≥ p≥[wvl]w≥n≥ s≥uzu≥[givai·/ h[dh]
[d∆ eij~ e[rga kuna/goi; st]eivcousi[n qhrofovnoi, / pagai`~ t∆ ejp∆]
[∆Wkeanou ̀/] m≥[e]libova~≥ [kuvkno~ ajcei.̀ // a[katoi d∆ ajnavgon-]
tai uJp∆ eijresivai~ [/ ajnevmwn t∆ eujaevssin rJoqivoi~, /] – ajn[a; d∆ iJstiva nau`tai]
ajeiravmenoi / ijacou`sin [“ ”Epou, pov]tni∆ au[r≥[a, / hJmi`n uJp∆]
— ajkuvmoni pompa`i / sigwvnt≥w≥n ajnevmwn / [poti; tevkna]
te/ kai; filiva~ ajlovcou~·”/ – sindw;n de; p[rovtonon ejpi; mev-]
— son pelavzei. // – ta; m[e;]n≥ ou\n eJtevroisi mevrimna pev[lei, /]
— kovsmon d∆ uJmenaiv[w]n desposuvnw≥[n / ejme; kai;]
[to; divkai]o≥n a[gei kai; e[rw≥[~ / uJ]m≥nei`n· – dmwsi;[n ga;r]
[ajnavktwn / e]ujamerivai prosi≥[o]u`≥sai / m≥o≥l≥pa`i qavrs[o~ a[gous∆ /]
[ejpicavrma]tav t∆· – eij de; tuvca ti tevkoi / – ba[ru;n barei`a]
[fovbon] e[pemyen oi[koi~. // – oJrivzetai de; tovd[e favo~]
[gavmw]n tevlei, / – to; d[hv] pot∆ eujcai[̀~ ejgw; /] lisso[mevna]

1 ∆Aw;[~ Morel : ∆Ew;[~ pap : ∆Ew;[~ P  iJ≥[ppeuvei : suppl. Wilamowitz
2 d’ ejma`~ Wilamowitz : de; ejma`~ pap.
3 de; s.l.
5 oujribavtai P : ojribavtai pap.  kinou`sin P : kinou`si pap.
7 [d’ eij~ e[rga kuna/goi; st]eivcousi[n qhrofovnoi : restored exempli gratia on the basis of  Diggle’s 
text ; some unclear traces are visible in the papyrus ; Austin suggested : e≥[s] e≥[rga] k≥u≥n≥a≥g≥w≥n 

1 Yet the latest edition by Pordomingo 2013, pp. 59-64 follows the editio princeps by 
Schubart and Wilamowitz-Moellendorff  1907, pp. 79-84, and so has only three para-
graphoi (the last three), while the dash above l. 5 is considered as a u supra lineam to 
correct ojribavtai into oujribavtai. However, the papyrus’ digital image now available 
online unmistakably proves the presence of  a paragraphos (which Diggle 1970, p. 102 
already noticed, on the basis of  Austin’s inspection : cf. ibidem, p. 34). 

2 The text in the papyrus contains some mistakes and discrepancies compared to 
the text edited by Diggle 1970, which I have noted in the apparatus. Cf. Diggle 1970, 
pp. 98-115 ; Carrara 2009, pp. 110-113. Mine is not an edition of  the papyrus but is simply 
a reconstruction to show how paragraphoi work in this ekdosis.
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q≥[hrofovnoi st]eivcousi[n. I cannot make much of  the traces ; yet st]eivcousi[n is definitely on 
the right hand-side of  the column, so if  qhrofovnoi was in the original, it was indeed probably 
before st]eivcousi[n.
9 [/ ajnevmwn t’ eujaevssin rJoqivoi~,/] : restored exempli gratia on the basis of  Diggle’s text ; some 
traces are visible in the papyrus ; Austin suggested : [a]n≥[e]m≥w≥[n c. 5] or [-]a≥[n]e≥m≥[wn c. 4] ; the latter 
solution is more likely in my view ; yet reading -≥  ≥[≥  ≥ ]s≥  ≥[ c. 7] (after s≥ remnants of  a stem with 
serif  compatible with i, p, t) is also possible
10 ijacou`sin Diggle : ajcou`sin Wilamowitz : ajcevousin pap.
12-13 mev]son : mev]som pap.
13 eJtevroisi merimna pev[lei Diggle ; eterwnete[…] pap., ejtevrwn eJtev[roisi mevlei] suppl. Rubensohn
14 kovsmon d’ uJmenaivwn Hartung : kosmei`n uJmenaivwn dev P, kosmei`n - uJmenaiv[w]n dev pap.   desposuvnw≥[n 
P (post corr.) ; ajei; desposuvnw≥[n pap.
16 eujamerivai M. Schmidt : e]ujhmevroi pap.  : eujamevroi P (post corr.)
17 t’ Wilamowitz : te pap.  tevkoi P : tevkhi pap.

Already just appearing Dawn rides over the earth,
And above my head the chorus of  the Pleiades has fled ;
The nightingale sings her delicate harmony among the trees, awake
Before daybreak with her laments, [singing] the mournful ‘Itys, Itys’.//
Those who drive flocks, walking the mountains, stir their pipes, and
Pairs of  fair fillies rise to go to the pasture ; already
Hunters who kill wild beats hurry to the deed ; on the streams
Of  Oceanus the sweet-singing swan sings. // Light vessels are led
Under the oars and the winds’ favorable waves, and sailors, raising
The sails, cry loudly : “Escort us, breeze, our mistress,
On a calm voyage back home while the winds are still, towards our children
And dear wives’ ; and the sail comes close to the
Forestay’s middle.// Those things are others’ concern ;
But both right and desire lead me to sing
A praise of  my masters’ wedding ; for to servants
Their lords’ happy times, when they come, bring confidence
And joy in their song, but if  misfortune should bring something forth, it, heavy,
Sends heavy fear on the house.// This day is marked
For the fulfillment of  a marriage which begging with prayers I long…

The papyrus, recently discussed by Martinelli, 1 has marks and mar-
ginalia. The meaning of  the archaic-shaped coronis at l. 6 is uncer-
tain. In the margin of  l. 12 is what looks like an arc or a tilde ; below, 
between ll. 13 and 14, only the upper traces of  one or two letters/si-
gla are visible before the papyrus breaks off. There are also dashes 
within the text ; they might articulate the text, as they often coin-
cide with pauses of  sense and in most cases (in fact, all except the 
one at l. 15 and the first one at l. 17) they are placed before the end 
of  the line (marked by a single slash in the text above).

The function of  the four paragraphoi, on the other hand, is much 
clearer and corresponds to what we have seen in the Louvre papy-
rus. The first paragraphos (between ll. 4-5) signals the end of  the 
strophe in l. 4 (marked by double slashes in the text). The para-

1 Martinelli 2009, pp. 344-350.
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graphos between ll. 13-14 has the same function, namely, it marks 
the end of  strophe in l. 13. The ends of  antistrophes are at l. 8 and 
at l. 18 ; however, the margins between ll. 8-9 and between ll. 18-19 
are not preserved enough to tell whether a paragraphos was pres-
ent there as well. We are then left with two paragraphoi between ll. 
10-11 and 12-13. Clearly they do not have any metrical function, but 
rather seem to indicate a change of  speaker. Ll. 10-12 contain direct 
speech (underlined in the text) by sailors within the parodos, which, 
in turn, is sung by the chorus of  female slaves. These two para-
graphoi thus indicate a change of  speaking persona within a lyric 
passage, as already suggested by Battezzato. 1 In both papyri, thus, 
paragraphoi are used both to mark the end of  sections within a lyric 
poem (strophes/antistrophes or stanzas) and to indicate changes 
of  speakers within a lyric text (the ajmoibai`a kata; provswpa of  
Hephaestion), as is clear from the following two Tables :
Paragraphoi in P.Berol. 9771 and P.Louvre E 3320

P.Berol. 9771

Paragraphos Meaning of  the paragraphos Content of  the text

ll. 4-5 Strophe ends (at l. 4) Chorus of  female slaves

[missing
margin]

Antistrophe ends (at l. 8) Chorus of  female slaves

ll. 10-11 Change of  speaker (at l. 10) – and of  performer ? Invocation to Breeze by the sailors

ll. 12-13 Change of  speaker (at l. 12) – and of  performer ? Chorus of  female slaves

ll. 13-14 Strophe ends (at l. 13) Chorus of  female slaves 

[missing
margin]

Antistrophe ends (at l. 18) Chorus of  female slaves

P.Louvre E 3320
Paragraphos Meaning of  the paragraphos Content of  the text

ll. 35-36 ? Stanza ends (at l. 35) Gnome
ll. 39-40 Change of  speaker : Agido’s girls (at l. 39) Praise of  Agido (at ll. 39-43)
ll. 43-44 Change of  speaker : Hagesichora’s girls (at l. 43) Praise of  Hagesichora (at ll. 43-49)
ll. 49-50 Stanza ends (at l. 49) and change of  speaker :

Agido’s girls (at l. 50)
Brief  Praise of  Agido (at ll. 50-51) 

Missing Change of  speaker : Hagesichora’s girls (at l. 51) Praise of  Hagesichora (at ll. 51-59)
ll. 59-60 Change of  speaker : entire chorus (at l. 60) Agido and Hagesichora as doves (at ll. 60-63)
ll. 63-64 Stanza ends (at l. 63) Agido and Hagesichora as doves (at ll. 60-63)

Because the Phaethon is not preserved elsewhere (except in the 
scanty Paris. gr. 107B) and because of  lack of  legible marginalia or 

1 Cf. ibidem, p. 349. Martinelli herself  (ibidem, p. 350), on the other hand, seems to 
suggest that these paragraphoi have a mostly metrical and rhythmical function. 
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marginalia with a clear meaning, 1 we do not know whether, in the 
original performance, this change of  speaking persona was ren-
dered by having the chorus split into two groups, one impersonat-
ing the ‘real’ chorus of  female slaves and another one (a smaller 
group ?) impersonating the sailors. 2

While the case of  P.Berol. 9771 does not necessarily imply the 
presence of  semi-choruses, an amoebaean exchange among two 
semi-choruses and a character is clearly indicated in P.Oxy. 1370 ; 
this is, however, a later example, as the manuscript dates to the fifth 
century ce. 3 It consists of  nine fragments from a papyrus codex 
containing at least the Medea and the Orestes. While the short frag-
ment of  the Medea (fr. 1r) signals speaker changes with paragraphoi, 
the Orestes fragments add the characters’ names to the paragraphoi 
(e.g., Tyndareus at l. 470 in frs. 2-3r). For our purposes, fr. 9 fol. 1v 
is especially interesting. It covers ll. 1246-1265, which is an amoe-
baean exchange between Electra and the chorus. The characters 
are named the first time they appear on the page ; eisthesis and, oc-
casionally, paragraphoi (hardly visible in the digital image) indicate 
change of  speaker :
P.Oxy. 1370, fr. 9, fol. 1v

1250

1255

1260

1265

∆Hl(evktra)

a[l]l≥o≥ hJ≥m≥i≥c≥(ovrion)

o
Cr

 Mukhniv[de~ w\ fivliai,]
ta; prw`ta [kata; Pelasgo;n e{do~ ∆Argeivwn.]
— tivna [qroei`~ aujdavn, povtnia; paramevnei]
— g≥[a;]r [e[ti soi tavd∆ ejn Danai>da`n povlei.]
— sth`q≥∆[ aiJ me;n uJmw`n tovnd∆ aJmaxhvrh trivbon,]
aiJ d∆ [ejn]q≥[avd∆ a[llon oi\mon ej~ froura;n dovmwn.]
— t≥[iv dev me tovde crevo~ ajpuvei~;]
— e[≥[nnepev moi, fivla.]
fovbo≥[~] e[≥c≥[ei me mhv ti~ ejpi; dwvmasi]
sta[qei;~ ejpi; foivnion ai|ma]
phv[mata phvmasin ejxeuvrhi.]
— [cwrei`t’, ejpeigwvmesq’· ejgw; me;n ou\n trivbon]
— [tovnd’ ejkfulavxw to;n pro;~ hJlivou bolav~.]
kai; m[h;n ejgw; tovnd∆, o}~ pro;~ eJspevran fevrei.]
— d≥[ovcmiav nun kovra~ diavfer∆ ojmmavtwn.]
— ej≥[kei`qen ejnqavd∆ ei\ta palinskopiavn.]
e[com[en, wJ~ qroei`~.] 

El. : O dear women of  Mycenae
First in Argos, the home of  the Pelasgians.

1 Perhaps the marginalia at ll. 6, 12, and 13-14 might be connected with these chang-
es of  speakers, but I have not found any satisfactory solution for what they can mean. 

2 As suggested by Bers 1997, pp. 23-25, for similar cases of  oratio recta in lyric pas-
sages of  drama.

3 Cf. Savignago 2008, pp. 217-223 ; Carrara 2009, pp. 524-530.
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Ch. : What are you saying, mistress ? For this [honor] is still left
For you in the town of  the Danaids.
El. : Position yourselves, some of  you along this high-road,
The others on other road, to watch the palace.
Ch. : But why do you call me to this service ?
Tell me, my dear.
El. I fear that someone at the house
Stationed for a bloody murder
May find trouble upon trouble.
Semi-Ch. : Let’s go, quick ; I will watch
Upon this road towards the east.
Semi-Ch. : And I upon this one, which leads towards the west.
El. Throw a glance sideways,
Here and there, in the opposite direction.
Ch. : We are positioned, as you tell us.

The text indicates the presence of  a semi-chorus (at l. 1260) as dis-
tinct from the entire chorus (indicated by the vertical abbreviation 
Cor, closer to the indented text at ll. 1248-1250) ; most likely another 
indication for the other hJmicovrion was placed in the margin of  l. 
1258, which is now lost. At l. 1265 the entire chorus speaks together 
again. 1

Lastly, another occurrence of  a hJmicovrion is in P.Mich. inv. 5067a 
(fourth century ce), with reference to Aristophanes, Ach., 494 ; this 
text too has indications of  characters (Euripides, Dicaeopolis, cho-
rus) as well as paragraphoi. 2

Like P.Oxy. 1370 and P.Mich. inv. 5067a, P.Louvre uses both para-
graphoi and ‘speaker indications’ to mark the amoebaean exchange 
between two different groups of  performers. Nevertheless, the 
commentator in P.Louvre does not speak of  ‘(first/second/other) 
semi-chorus’ as P.Oxy. 1370 and P.Mich. inv. 5067a do ; neither does 
he speak of  ‘semi-chorus A’ and ‘semi-chorus B’, which would sug-
gest a performance note, similar to the actors’ texts with letter-
designations. 3 Rather, he uses the name of  the ‘characters’ in the 
poem, Agido and Hagesichora, which suggests that the ekdosis in 
the Louvre papyrus was less performance-oriented : here there are 
no semi-choruses, but only « the girls on the side of  Agido » and 
« the girls on the side of  Hagesichora », who speak to each other. 
This way of  signaling the exchange is not like that of  a dramatic 

1 On the division among speakers of  ll. 1261-1265, see Savignago 2008, pp. 221-223, 
whom I followed. On this scene, cf. also Di Benedetto, Medda 1997, p. 244. 

2 See Renner 1981, pp. 1-7 ; Olson 2001, p. 17.
3 E.g., the already mentioned P.Oxy. 2458 as well as the other papyri studied by 

Gammacurta 2006, pp. 7-110.
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text (where the chorus is labeled as « chorus ») but is closer to non- 
dramatic texts, such as those Homeric papyri which have characters’ 
names intermixed with the abbreviation po(ihthv~), ‘poet’, for nar-
rative parts. 1 Of  course, ancient scholars knew that choral lyric was 
performed by a chorus ; yet our commentator’s attitude is that of  a 
reader who identifies speaking characters, not choral performers.

Semi-choruses within the text

The manuscripts analyzed above prove that the ancients did take an 
interest in choral performances and sometimes signaled changes 
of  speakers within a lyric exchange. Even if  we do not have any 
other evidence of  semi-choruses in Pindar and other lyric poets, 
semi-choruses are also noted in lyric exchanges in dramatic scho-
lia. 2 How did ancient scholars come up with such an articulation 
of  lyric passages ? The two Euripidean examples analyzed above 
are telling. In the Phaethon parodos the sailors’ invocation is clearly 
introduced at l. 10 (ijacou`sin) and at l. 13 the housemaids dissoci-
ate themselves from the sailors’ concern (ta; m[e;]n≥ ou\n eJtevroisi 
mevrimna pev[lei]), and consequently the change of  speaker is obvi-
ous from the text (whether or not it was sung by a different semi- 
chorus). Even clearer is the case of  the Orestes papyrus. At ll. 
1251-1252 Electra orders the chorus to divide themselves into two 
groups to keep watch from two opposite directions ; at ll. 1258-1259 
one speaker says that she will watch the road « towards the east » 
(pro;~ hJlivou bolav~), while at l. 1260 another speaker claims that she 
will watch it « towards the west » (pro;~ eJspevran). Hardly could we 
find a clearer indication of  two semi-choruses who announce to 
the audience – or to the readers, in this case – that they are splitting 
and walking towards the two eisodoi.

Similar cases of  semi-choruses deduced ‘from the text’ are found 
in dramatic scholia. For example, in the Frogs Aristarchus appar-
ently supposed the chorus of  the initiates to split into two semi- 
choruses, perhaps already at l. 354 to speak the anapestic tetrame-
ters containing didactic and political advice to the audience (ll. 354-
371). While the scholium reporting Aristarchus’s opinion on this 

1 E.g., Bankes Homer (P.Lit.Lond. 28, second century ce).
2 Cf. P.Oxy. 2741, ll. 120-121, 186-187, a hypomnema to Eupolis’ Marikas ; Sch. Aristoph. 

Ach. 564a, Eq. 589a.b, Lys. 321 ; Sch. Aesch. Septem 369-371, 372a, 888a, 890b, etc. ; Sch. Eur. 
Alc. 77, Or. 1275, Troad. 166. On modern views on dichoria, see Rosenmeyer 1966, pp. 
354-359. 
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line is corrupted, and so it is unclear what he thought, 1 another 
scholium testifies that it was debated whether or not the anapestic 
tetrameters were sung by a semi-chorus or by the entire chorus :
kai; tiv a[ra suvnoiden oJ ∆Arivstarco~ ; duvnatai de; kai; ejnsuvzugon ei\nai to; 
legovmenon, pollacou ̀de; memerivsqai kai; eij~ dicoreivan to; loipo;n w{ste 
eij~ ib´ kai; ib´ diamemerivsqai.

(Sch. Aristoph. Ra. 354b)
And what does Aristarchus know ? What is being said can also be in uni-
son [i.e., sung by the entire chorus] and in many places [what is being 
said] [can] also be split further on into two semi-choruses, so to be di-
vided into twelve and twelve [choreutai].

On the other hand, at l. 372 Aristarchus certainly thought of  a semi-
chorus who would exhort the initiates in lyric meters (ll. 372-382) :
ejnteu`qen ∆Arivstarco~ uJpenovhse mh; o{lou tou ̀corou ̀ei\nai to; provswpon.

(Sch. Aristoph. Ra. 372c)
From here on Aristarchus supposed that the speaking persona was not 
that of  the entire chorus.

How did Aristarchus reach this conclusion ? The scholia are scanty, 
just like the other scholia noticing the presence of  semi-choruses 
in dramatic texts. We cannot exclude the possibility that he had 
access to antiquarian information about the performance of  the 
Frogs – his teacher Aristophanes of  Byzantium used records of  
Athenian performances derived from Peripatetic sources to com-
pile his hypotheseis of  dramatic texts 2 and Aristarchus might have 
used them. Yet another scholium preserving a reaction to Aris-
tarchus’ ideas should make us suspicious about his real knowledge 
of  performance praxis of  the Frogs :
tou`to oujk ajxiovpiston. pollavki~ ga;r ajllhvloi~ ou{tw parakeleuvontai oiJ 
peri; to;n corovn.

(Sch. Aristoph. Ra. 372d)
But this [i.e., Aristarchus’ idea of  semi-choruses] is not convincing. For 
often the members of  the chorus exhort each other in this way [i.e., with-
out being divided into two groups]. 3

1 Sch. Aristoph. Ra. 354a ∆Arivstarco~ ejpi; touvtwn levgei to;n coro;n memerivsqai †eij~ 
merika; ajnavpaista, a[lla de;† ajmeivbesqai to;n corovn. According to Dover 1993, pp. 63-
64, Aristarchus thought that ll. 354-371 were sung by a semi-chorus. 

2 Cf. Pfeiffer 1968, pp. 192-196.
3 Dover 1993, p. 64 reads tou`to de; ajxiovpiston, which of  course changes completely 

the meaning of  the scholium (which would agree with Aristarchus). However, in his 
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The comments of  Sch. Aristoph. Ra. 354b and 372d suggesting differ-
ent semi-choral divisions seem to imply that Aristarchus’ conclu-
sion was based only on a metrical analysis of  the passage and on 
its content. In fact, the use of  the verb uJponoei`n, ‘to guess’, ‘to sup-
pose’, in Sch. Aristoph. Ra. 372c for Aristarchus’ opinion about the 
semi-chorus, may also imply that his statement was an ‘educated 
guess’ more than a secure piece of  information. While this pos-
sibility cannot be proven, the examples of  ancient editions of  dra-
matic texts analyzed above suggest that performance notes such as 
the splitting of  a chorus could often simply be deduced from the 
text itself. Yet there might be an exception : P.Mich. inv. 5067a. Here 
the indication of  the presence of  a semi-chorus does not seem de-
rived from the text, as this passage from the Acharnians does not 
necessarily suggest the division of  the chorus into two groups ; nor 
does the meter reveal any change from the lines spoken by the 
entire chorus (ll. 489-493) to those supposedly spoken by the semi-
chorus (ll. 494-496). The papyrus is relatively late (fourth century 
ce), but if  this division derives from an Alexandrian edition, then 
we might speculate that ancient editors sometimes had external in-
formation on the original performance to be able to mark changes 
from a chorus to a semi-chorus. On the other hand, as Doug Olson 
has observed to me, the chorus does split at ll. 557-577, with one 
group (or speaker) advocating for Dicaeopolis, the other against 
him. Accordingly, our ancient editor might be anticipating this split 
at l. 494.

Alcman’s semi-choruses beyond the text?

If  even great Alexandrian scholars could dive into purely specula-
tive conclusions about dramatic and lyric performances without 
any external evidence to corroborate their claims, the anonymous 
commentator of  P.Louvre could certainly have derived the notion 
of  the two semi-choruses in Alcman from the text itself. Indeed, 
for the ‘beauty contest’ in ll. 39-59, it does not take much imagina-
tion to think of  two semi-choruses. This was even easier for Helle-
nistic scholars familiar with the amoebaean poetry of  Theocritus, 

apparatus Chantry does not mention any variant, except that manuscripts have tou`to 
de; oujk ajxiovpiston, with a dev connecting scholium d to scholium c (which he deleted). 
I follow Chantry’s text. 
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where two ‘poets’/herdsmen often engage in song contests. 1 In 
addition, as highlighted in the text at p. 36, the continuous use of  
mevn and dev in these lines suggests a division into two parties in dia-
logue with each other.

If  ancient commentators assumed the presence of  semi-choruses 
on the basis of  the text itself, this would show how the Aris-
tarchean principle ‘to clarify Homer with Homer’ could backfire if  
wrongly applied. While this is an excellent philological principle, it 
becomes risky when discussing extra-textual realities such as cho-
ral performances. If, thus, the idea of  two semi-choruses in the 
Louvre papyrus (and elsewhere) arose on the basis of  the content 
only, these marginalia and paragraphoi would be interesting from a 
cultural point of  view but could not help us to reconstruct ancient 
lyric performances.

However, for this specific case of  Alcman’s partheneion, we might 
have some indication that it was not only a question of  ‘clarifying 
Alcman with Alcman’. Even if  it is unlikely that ancient scholars 
took this information from contemporary performances (though 
Alcman’s texts might still have been performed at Sparta in the 
third century bce), 2 we can rely on some additional, external evi-
dence for semi-choruses in Sparta :
kai; hJmicovrion de; kai; dicoriva kai; ajnticovria. e[oike de; taujto;n ei\nai tauti; 
ta; triva ojnovmata· oJpovtan ga;r oJ coro;~ eij~ duvo mevrh tmhqh`/, to; me;n pra`gma 
kalei`tai dicoriva, eJkatevra d’ hJ moi`ra hJmicovrion, a} d’ ajntav/dousin, ajnti-
covria. tricorivan de; Tuvrtaio~ e[sthse, trei`~ Lakwvnwn corouv~, kaq’ hJ-
likivan eJkavsthn, pai`da~ a[ndra~ gevronta~.

(Pollux 4.107, p. 233.4 Bethe)
Semi-chorus, di-choria, and anti-choria. It seems that these three names 
mean the same thing. For when the chorus is split into two parts, this 
event is called ‘di-choria’, while each part of  it [is called] ‘semi-chorus’, 
and what they sing to each other [is called] ‘anti-choria’. Tyrtaeus set out a 
‘tri-choria’, [i.e.,] three choruses of  Laconians, [divided] by age, children, 
adult men, and old men.

Writing his Onomasticon in the second century ce, Pollux used 
excellent sources, many of  which belonged to the foremost Alex-
andrian scholarship (the lexica by Eratosthenes, Aristophanes of  
Byzantium, and Pamphilus). Though he does not mention Alcman 

1 Rosenmeyer 1966, pp. 325-332 even suggests a connection between Theocritus’ 
amoebaean poetry and the genre of  partheneia.

2 Cf. Carey 2011, pp. 354-356.
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or Sparta explicitly when he speaks of  di-choria and semi-choruses, 
he attributes triple choruses to Tyrtaeus, who lived in Sparta at 
roughly the same time as Alcman. Alcman is in fact mentioned in 
a note by Athenaeus that derives from Sosibius, the third-second 
century bce authority on ancient Sparta who also wrote a work On 
Alcman. In his other work On Sacrifices, Sosibius claimed that the 
choruses performing gymnopaidiai were trifold, one of  boys, one 
of  men, and one of  old men, and they sung odes by Thaletas, Alc-
man, and Dionysodotus (FGrHist 595 F 5 = Athen. 15.678bc). Aside 
from the details concerning the Spartan gymnopaidiai, 1 there is no 
reason to distrust Sosibius and Pollux, as least when they agree in 
claiming that at Sparta choruses could be divided into two or three 
groups. 2

To conclude, our commentator might have ‘found’ his division 
into semi-choruses in the text itself ; yet it cannot be disproven that 
he might in fact have had a solid basis upon which to claim this, 
derived from historical or antiquarian sources lost to us. 3 In fact, 
another fragment in P.Oxy. 2389 (fr. 35, 16-18) 4 may discuss Spartan 
semi-choruses. The poem commented on is unknown because no 
lemmata can be identified, but at ll. 17-18 the commentator men-
tions girls of  Dyme who went to Pitane and did something with 
the girls there ([D]umain[-   ]konto e[ij~] t(h;n) Pitav|[n]hn su  ≥[   t]ai`~ 
Pita≥n≥avtisi). Whether or not we accept Barrett’s appealing sup-
plement (p≥[ol]l≥avki~ d(e;) / [D]umain[w`n parqevnoi ajfiv]k≥onto e[ij~] 
t≥(h;n) Pitav|[n]hn sug≥[coreuvsousai t]a≥i`~ Pita≥n≥avtisi), 5 clearly the 
commentator speaks of  two female groups belonging to two dif-
ferent areas of  Sparta 6 and meeting to do something together. If  

1 Cf. Bühler 1999, pp. 479-487. The gymnopaidiai were in fact important initiation 
rituals for men at Sparta and have often been connected with Alcman’s partheneia 
(which, according to this theory, would have been the corresponding rituals for 
young women) ; see Calame 1977, i, pp. 350-357 ; Hinge 2006, pp. 282-290. 

2 As D’Alessio pointed out to me, Bühler 1999, p. 484 notices that the choral per-
formances described by Sosibius seem to be very different from those described by 
Pollux. 

3 The fact that Sosibius might have been describing performances of  his own time 
(Carey 2011, pp. 455-456) does not mean that similar performances with ‘split cho-
ruses’ were not performed at Sparta in Alcman’s time. In fact, Pollux seems to assume 
that ‘split choruses’ did go back to Tyrtaeus’ (and Alcman’s) time.

4 Though this fragment may not belong to the same manuscript as the rest of  
P.Oxy. 2389. Cf. Römer 2013, pp. 12, 41. 5 Barrett 1961, p. 687.

6 While Pitane indicates an area of  Sparta and Dyme is one of  the Dorian tribes, 
in Hesychius they are both considered tribes of  Sparta (Hsch. d 2484, p 2382). The 
Dymainai reappear in P.Oxy. 2390, fr. 2, ii, 25. See Calame 1977, i, pp. 382-385.
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the commentator speaks of  two locally-based choruses who came 
together to sing (Barrett’s sug≥[coreuvsousai), this note may echo 
Pollux’s and Sosibius’ accounts of  Spartan choruses. 1

Conclusions

The marginalia in the Louvre papyrus of  Alcman offer unique 
evidence for editorial practices highlighting encoded generic per-
formance details and, maybe, knowledge about particular per-
formances of  lyric poetry. While we have plenty of  evidence for 
notation of  changes of  speakers from ancient editions of  dramas 
and even Homer (names of  characters, letters indicating actors’ 
roles, paragraphoi, ekthesis/eisthesis), the evidence for lyric poetry 
is scanty. Yet the three papyri here analyzed of  Euripides and Aris-
tophanes suggest that ancient critics did articulate speaker changes 
in lyric poetry and marked them with paragraphoi. These papyri 
thus confirm what we read in Hephaestion about the function 
of  paragraphoi in lyric poetry : they did not only mark the transi-
tion from strophe to antistrophe but also dialogues among char-
acters. Whereas in the Phaethon papyrus the paragraphoi indicat-
ing the ajmoibai`a kata; provswpa might not necessarily indicate a 
change of  performers, the Louvre papyrus and the papyri of  the 
Orestes and the Acharnians also add marginal notes that seem to 
refer to the external reality of  the performance. P.Oxy. 1370, fr. 9v, 
and P.Mich. inv. 5067a are the most performance-oriented, as they 
clearly speak of  a ‘semi-chorus’ ; the marginalia in P.Louvre, on the 
other hand, do not speak of  semi-choruses but use the name of  the 
‘characters’ in the lyric exchange. Perhaps this is an indication that 
the scholars working on this edition considered the partheneion a 
text, to be read rather than performed – so instead of  choruses 
dancing and singing, they conceived of  characters speaking under 
the lead of  the two girls mentioned in the poem.

Even with this reader-oriented attitude, the Alcman papyrus of-
fers exceptional evidence, all the more so because it derives from 
learned sources, most likely connected with Alexandrian scholar-
ship, as the names of  Aristophanes and Aristarchus among the au-
thorities quoted in the marginalia suggest. Scholia noticing semi-
choruses or amoebaean exchanges in lyric passages in dramatic 

1 P.Louvre has two other scholia probably dealing with the number of  chorus 
members. Cf. Römer 2013, pp. 122-123, 125-127. 
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texts confirm that the Alexandrians took an interest in what we 
would now consider the ‘performance aspects’ of  lyric poetry. Yet 
we need to be careful here. First, changes in speaking personae 
do not necessarily imply that such changes were rendered in the 
performance by a division of  the chorus into groups ; the Phae- 
thon papyrus might indeed be one of  these cases. Still, matching a 
change of  speaking persona to a splitting of  the chorus might have 
been an obvious choice and seems to have been the solution often 
adopted by the ancient critics, as scholia discussing semi-choruses 
in drama suggest. Finally, and closely connected to this point, there 
is the question of  whether ancient scholars relied on external evi-
dence (i.e., historical information about real performances) or 
whether they deduced the speakers in a lyric exchange from the 
text itself. If  P.Mich. inv. 5067a offers inconclusive evidence, dra-
matic scholia as well as the papyri of  Alcman’s partheneion and of  
Euripides’ Phaethon and Orestes all suggest that the placement of  
the paragraphoi and other markers for speaker changes could have 
been deduced from the text itself. The Alcman papyrus, however, 
allows for a more nuanced answer, and this is why it is important. 
As we have seen, the evidence from Pollux and Sosibius indicates 
that ‘real’ lyric performances in archaic Sparta might indeed have 
included semi-choruses. Thus we cannot exclude the possibil-
ity that ancient scholars could have also consulted an antiquarian 
source to back up their views about ancient semi-choruses when 
commenting on Alcman’s partheneion. Perhaps this came as a sec-
ond step, as an afterthought, once amoebaean exchanges had been 
‘deduced’ from the text itself. But we should not censure the Helle-
nistic scholars for this. Even now, because of  the lack of  theatrical 
notes and of  direct evidence for ancient performances, scholars of  
ancient drama use the very text of  extant tragedies and comedies 
to reconstruct what happened onstage. 1 Furthermore, checking 
external sources to confirm and back up conclusions based only on 
internal evidence cannot be condemned per se – in fact, it is a rather 
common practice, one that modern scholars often embrace with-
out qualms. Why, then, be so strict with our ancient colleagues ? 
In the end, they were simply anticipating our own modus operandi 
when it comes to ancient performances.

University of  Michigan

1 E.g., most famously, Taplin 1977, 2003, and Di Benedetto, Medda 1997, who also 
discuss (ibidem, pp. 242-245) semi-choruses in tragedy.
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